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Changing human upper-limb synergies with an exoskeleton using
viscous fields
Vincent Crocher, Nathanaël Jarrassé, Anis Sahbani, Agnès Roby-Brami and Guillaume Morel
Abstract— Robotic exoskeletons can apply forces distributed
on the limbs of the subject they are connected to. This offers
a great potential in the field of neurorehabilitation, to address
the impairment of interjoint coordination in hemiparetic stroke
patients. In these patients, the normal flexible joint rotation
synergies are replaced by pathological fixed patterns of rotation.
In this paper, we investigate how the concept of synergy can
be exploited in the control of an upper limb exoskeleton. The
long term goal is to develop a device capable of changing the
joint synchronization of a patient performing exercises during
rehabilitation.
The paper presents a controller able of generating joint
viscous torques in such a way that constraints on joint velocities
can be imposed to the subject without constraining the hand
motion. On another hand, the same formalism is used to
describe synergies observed on the arm joint motion of subjects
realizing pointing tasks.
This approach is experimented on a 4 Degrees Of Freedom
(DoF) upper arm exoskeleton with subjects performing pointing
3-dimensional tasks. Results exhibit the basic properties of the
controller and show its capacity to impose an arbitrary chosen
synergy without affecting the hand motion.
I. INTRODUCTION
For several years, robotic devices have been developed
for rehabilitation applications, particularly for neuroreha-
bilitation for post-stroke patient. The main contribution
of rehabilitation robots is to assist active movements of
the patients by providing the ability of finely controlling
forces and movements in a repetitive manner. Robotics show
promising clinical results [1]. Considering specifically upper-
limb rehabilitation, some devices, like the MIT Manus, are
already used in clinics [2]. However, little is known about the
mechanism of their effects and many questions remain open.
Is the clinical benefit only quantitative by affording a longer
and more intense therapy [2] ? What are the most pertinent
robotic architectures and modes of control [3] ? What are the
clinical indications as a function of the individual patients
needs [4], [5] ? A fundamental aspect, here, is for the robot
to be able of responding to any patients movement, thanks
to fine control of the mechanical interaction with the limb
[6]. While the pioneer devices were aimed at controlling
only the hand motion in a plane, many exoskeletons have
now been developed with the capacity of 3D interaction at
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joint level. Representative examples include SUEFUL 7 [7],
the 4-DoF Delaware exoskeleton [8], Rupert [9], ARMin
[10], [11] or CEA-LIST ABLE [12], which is the 4-DoF
exoskeleton used for the experiments in this paper. Most of
the controllers proposed in the literature consist of adapting
solutions developed for endpoint interaction to the joint
space of the exoskeleton [13], [11]. However, few control
laws entirely exploit the ability of an exoskeleton to control
simultaneously several joints in correspondence with human
motor control.
II. HUMAN MOTOR COORDINATION
Human motor system is largely redundant, in particular
the structure of the upper-limb. In the neuroscience literature,
the term synergy is used to designate solutions found by the
CNS to solve kinematic redundancy during motions [16].
Synergies have three essential properties: the sharing pattern
of rotations; flexibility allowing automatic compensation
between elements and task dependency [14]. The sharing
pattern of rotation can be mathematically described thanks
to the principal component analysis (PCA). Given the space
E of redundant kinematic variables coding a given human
motion, only a small subspace of E is explored during natural
movements. This subspace, which dimension corresponds to
the number of DoF required for the task, is spanned by a
few orthogonal vectors (the Principal Components (PCs))
that can be computed from recording the human motion
during experiments. PCA was applied to several groups
of movements corresponding to a given task. PCA used
in the joint position space showed that a large part of
variance in multiple joint rotations can be explained by a
limited number of components [review in [14]]. For example,
considering upper-limb movements, respectively 3 and 2
principal components (PCs) may explain more than 85% of
the variance in 10 DoF for catching objects [15] or pointing
in 3D [16].
Redundancy is also of primary importance in upper arm
rehabilitation. Inter-joint coordination is severely perturbed
in hemiparetic patients after a stroke related cerebral lesion.
They show abnormal synergies which clinically appear as
stereotyped and global patterns of movement triggered by
any effort to move [17]. In addition, quantified kinematic
analysis showed that their shoulder-elbow coordination was
disrupted with difficulties to both couple and decouple
appropriately joint rotations as a function of task require-
ments [18], [19]. Clinical recovery is probably linked to
the reacquisition of a better pattern of synergies [20] in
particular after robotic therapy [21].
The formalism of PCA has also been exploited for the
command of robotic hands [22], [23].
Due to its linear nature, the PCA can be equivalently used
in the joint position space or in the joint velocity space.
Lacquaniti and Soechting described by the synchronization
of rotation velocity between two DoF [24]. Although, to the
authors knowledge, the literature did not fully explore PCA
in joint velocity space [25]. In the context of robot control,
using velocities instead of positions is interesting, because
it allows for expressing viscous fields rather than elastic
fields, which would require to exploit a reference trajectory,
namely a prediction of the subjects motion [26]. The present
paper explores the idea that active interaction at joint level
during unperturbed hand movements could be an interesting
rationale for rehabilitation of stroke patients in order to cope
with the question of redundancy. Practically such a command
would allow either to train the correct pattern or conversely
to produce excessive errors according to the hypothesis that
the patient will benefit from the adaptation [27].
III. PROPOSED VISCOUS CONTROL LAW
In [26] a control law is proposed aimed at applying a
viscous field in order to impose to the subject a given way
of synchronizing joint movements. This section summarizes
how this controller works.
We consider an exoskeleton with nr active joints,
connected to the upper limb of a subject. The subject
is asked to perform a task, e.g. a pointing task, which
imposes m DoFs. We consider a redundant configuration,
characterized by m < nr. Therefore, there is an infinite
number of solutions in the joint space that satisfy the task
constraints.
We note Q̇ the robot joint velocity space of dimension
nr. The controller proposed in [26] is aimed at keeping the
robot joint velocities in a subspace of Q̇ defined by a set of
l = nr −m constraints. The constraint is expressed by:
Cq̇ = 0 (1)
with C ∈ Rl×nr .
At each moment, if the robot joint velocity q̇ belongs to
the chosen subspace, it is orthogonal to C and then Cq̇ = 0.
In this case, the exoskeleton shall apply no resistive torque.
Otherwise, a torque has to be generated to correct current
velocity. This torque is proportional to the projection of q̇
on the constraint C:
τc1 = −bC
+Cq̇ , (2)
where b is a scalar viscosity factor and C+ is the pseudo-
inverse of the matrix C:
C+ = CT (CCT)
−1
. (3)
We notice that in general, the exoskeleton dissipates en-
ergy, i.e. τ T
c1q̇ < 0. In order to compensate this dissipation,
we introduce a second term noted τc2. This second torque is
calculated from a projection on the orthogonal direction to
the constraint:
τc2 = bα
(
I − C+C
)
q̇ , (4)
where α is a scalar modulation. Large values of α would
lead to instability because a large positive feedback would
be induced. In our case, α is computed in order to obtain no
energy dissipation:
(τc1 + τc2)
T
q̇ = 0 . (5)
Solving equation (5), we obtain :
α =





0 if
(
q̇TC+Cq̇− ‖q̇‖2 = 0
)
q̇TC+Cq̇
q̇TC+Cq̇−‖q̇‖2 otherwise
; (6)
For the experiments presented in this paper, a coefficient
ε ∈ [0, 1] is added to allow the modulation of τc2 in the
controller and evaluate its effect. The final controller is thus:
τc = −b
[
C+C+ εα
(
I−C+C
)]
q̇ . (7)
The behavior of this controller is in Fig. 1 for a simple
case where nr = 2, l = 1 and m = 1, C = [−1 3] and ε = 1.
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Fig. 1. Representation of the projections in the case of C = [−1 3].
In [26], the controller is validated for a 4-DoF exoskeleton
(nr = 4) and 3-DoF pointing tasks (m = 3). An arbitrary
value is used for C, imposing a particular synchronization
between two joints. In this paper, the question of defining
constraints from the observation of human synergies is
studied.
IV. DEFINING CONSTRAINTS C FROM THE OBSERVATION
OF HUMAN MOVEMENTS
Exploiting the controller (7) requires to define the con-
straint C. In this section, it is shown that Eq. (1), which has
been used to define C from the control point of view, is also
a mathematical way to describe human upper limb natural
synergies.
A. Computing a robot joint posture compatible with a mea-
sured human posture
A first problem to be solved when trying to define
constraints in the robot joint space from the observation
of human movements is the computation of a robot joint
configuration that is compatible with a given observed human
posture. More precisely, given a human arm posture, defined
by the joint position vector qh ∈ R
nh , the question to be
solved here is how to compute a robot posture qr ∈ R
nr
that is kinematically compatible. In the general case, the
kinematics of the robot and those of the human limb differ.
Therefore, qr 6= qh. In fact, even their dimension differ for
most of the existing exoskeletons (nr 6= nh). This is why
a specific procedure was developed to compute qr from the
subject’s motion recordings.
A first step is to ensure that a solution qr exists for any
possible posture of the subject’s arm, providing that it fits in
the exoskeleton workspace. This pertains to the exoskeleton
design, and to the way the exoskeleton is mechanically
coupled to the subject’s limb. In a previous paper [28], a
general method was proposed to design passive mechanisms
to be placed between the active robot and splints worn by
the subject in order to guarantee isostaticity. An example
of these passive mechanisms is presented on Fig. 2 for
ABLE exoskeleton. Thanks to these mechanisms, the forces
applied to the limb through the splints are proven to be
fully controllable. Dually, it is equivalent to state that for
any motion of the splints worn by the subject, it exists a
compatible motion of the exoskeleton. It can be computed
in the following way.
Fig. 2. ABLE with the two splints, the two passive mechanisms and the
two F/T sensors (at exoskeleton/passive mechanisms interaction points).
With the proposed design method, one can define for the
robot an augmented joint vector qT
t
= [qT
r
qT
l
]T, where ql is
the nl dimensional joint position of the passive mechanisms
used to connect the robot to the splints installed on the
subject (see Fig. 2). The method [28] imposes that:
dim(qr) + dim(ql) = nr + nl = 6n , (8)
where n is the number of connexions. Furthermore, the
method also guarantees a full kinematic rank. In other
words, if the translational and rotational velocities of the
n splints with respect to the base body are grouped into a
6n-dimensional vector ẋ, then the mapping
ẋ = J(qt)q̇t (9)
is non singular.
Therefore, computing qr compatible with any human arm
posture pertains to standard inverse kinematics of a 6n joint
robot. Namely, the following procedure is used:
1) Motion recording: the subject is wearing the splints
that will be mechanically connected to the robot; from
an external motion tracking system, the position and
orientation of the splints with respect to the robot base
body are recorded. This provides x(t).
2) An inverse kinematic model is used to compute qt(t)
corresponding to x(t). A standard approach can be
used.
3) qr is simply extracted from qt with qr = [Inr 0nl ]qt
B. Applying PCA to the robot joint velocities
Now that we are able of computing, for any human arm
movement, a corresponding robot joint configuration, it is
interesting to study these variables, and the way they are
coordinated when a subject executes a task in a redundant
situation.
To that purpose, we focus in the next on 3D pointing
tasks without constraints on the hand orientation. Namely,
subjects are asked to touch several 3D targets placed in front
of them with a stick attached to their forearm. Since there is
no constraint on the stick orientation, the task dimension is 3.
During the motion, the splint positions and orientations are
recorded and converted into qr(t). Then, time differentiation
and filtering are operated to finally obtain q̇r(t). Finally,
PCA is performed on the recorded joint velocities.
From this analysis, 4 principal components are identified,
in such a way that:
q̇r(t) =
4
∑
i=0
ci(t)pi (10)
where pi are the principal components and ci(t) their re-
spective weight during the motion.
Classically, synergies are characterized, within the PCA
framework by the fact that less than 4 principal components
are sufficient to explain most of the movement. Namely:
q̇r(t) ≈
d
∑
i=0
ci(t)pi (11)
where d < 4. In the next, we describe the experiments
that were conducted in order to evaluate if PCA was an
appropriate tool for characterizing synergies in the joint
velocity space during 3D pointing tasks. Through these
experiments, we want to verify that only 3 PCs are sufficient
to describe movements without loosing information. This
question is investigated under two conditions: when the
subject is connected to the robot controlled to apply a
null torque, or when he/she is not connected to the robot.
The robot used for the experiments is the 4-DoF ABLE
exoskeleton [12] presented on Fig. 2.
The study is realized with 4 male right-handed healthy
subjects (age : 23-28). For each subject the protocol is
divided into two parts.
In a first time, the subject is seated on a stool, with two
splints, one on the arm, one on the forearm fitted with
CODAmotionr markers, without robot (see Fig. 3). The
markers positions recorded during movements are then used
to reconstruct the corresponding robot joints values along
the trajectory using the method described in part IV-A. The
subject is asked to successively perform 3 different tasks :
1) In the first task, the subject is asked to move freely and
make arbitrary movements in the whole workspace in
front of him.
2) In the second one, the subject is asked to point succes-
sively at 8 different targets in front of him, arranged
in 2 rows, from a unique starting point placed beside
the subject thigh.
3) In the third task, the subject is asked to point many
times at the same target in front of him, from the same
starting point than in task 2.
Each task lasts 30 seconds.
In a second time, the subject is installed in the exoskeleton,
attached thanks to the 2 splints (see Fig. 3) and is asked to
repeat the 3 tasks. The exoskeleton control consists here in
an active gravity compensation of its own weight.
Fig. 3. Subjects pointing targets, without and with the exoskeleton.
For each task and each subject, a PCA is done on
exoskeleton joints velocity data. From these analysis 4 PCs
are extracted. Then the percentage of representativity of each
PC is calculated. This representativity, averaged for the 4
subjects, is presented on Fig. 4 for each different case (with
and without robot, for each different task).
For the first task, consisting in arbitrary movements, we
validate that 3 PCs represent typically 90% of the joint
velocity variance. Note that random values would lead to
25% for each PC, but obviously the subjects execute arbitrary
movements that are not random.
In the case of pointing towards one or several targets, the
first 3 components explain more than 98% of the variance,
whatever the condition. At a maximum, only 2% of variance
could be lost if we consider only 3 PCs to describe the joint
velocities. It is interesting to notice that for all the tasks the
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Fig. 4. Percentage of representativity of each PCs, and percentage for the
first 3, for each case, averaged for the 4 subjects.
percentage of the movement that is not explained by the three
mains PCs is always sensibly smaller with the robot than
without the robot. This could be explained by the friction of
the different exoskeleton axis.
Most importantly, PCA confirms to be an adequate tool
for the description of synergies in the joint velocity space
for pointing tasks. In other words, if p4 is the fourth PC,
one has:
q̇r(t) =
4
∑
i=0
ci(t)pi ≈
3
∑
i=0
ci(t)pi ⇒ p
T
4q̇r ≈ 0 (12)
In other words, pT4 can be viewed as a constraint that
characterizes pointing movements for a given human being.
It is expressed in the same way as Eq. (1) which describes
the constraints that the robot can apply. In the next, we will
define the natural constraint Cn by:
Cn := p
T
4 . (13)
When the exoskeleton is programmed with C = Cn, it is
supposed to impose a constraint that corresponds to the one
naturally employed by the subject. Therefore, the exoskeleton
should not modify the subject’s motion. On the contrary,
when C 6= Cn, a modification of the joint synchronization
should be observed.
V. EXPERIMENTS ON JOINT SYNERGIES MODIFICATION
In order to evaluate the capacity of the 4-DoF active
exoskeleton to modify the upper-limb joint coordinations, a
number of experiments were done. The study was carried
out by three young right-handed healthy subjects (age: 21-
24): two males and one female. For each subject the natural
constraint vector, noted Cn, was determined as explained in
the previous section. To achieve the exoskeleton evaluation
a protocol was defined for the experiments. It evaluates the
effect of τc1 and τc2 defined in Eq. (7).
1) Step 1: Natural constraint mode
Only the dissipative torque (τc1 presented in equa-
tion 3) is applied in this mode. It allows to check
whether the natural constraint Cn was satisfied. The
viscous coefficient k is set to 1.0 Nm.s/rad.
2) Step 2: Non-natural hard constraint mode
In this mode, the natural constraint Cn for each subject
was slightly modified. The modified constraint is noted
Cm. Only the dissipative torque τc1 is applied. k is also
set to 1.0 Nm.s/rad.
3) Step 3: Non-natural soft constraint mode
We apply in this mode the same constraint used in
the previous step. The stiffness coefficient used in τc1
is modified in order to evaluate its impact. k is set
to 0.4 Nm.s/rad. This mode could be seen as a soft
constraining one.
4) Step 4: Non-natural constraint mode with non-
dissipative torque
This mode aims to satisfy the modified constraint Cm
(presented in step 2) by applying the global torque
defined in equation 7. Compared to the previous steps,
the non-dissipative torque τc2 is introduced. k is set
to 0.4 Nm.s/rad and ε is set to 0.8.
For the four steps of the protocol, the subject is installed
in ABLE exoskeleton and is asked to point four targets in
front of him, with a rod attached to his arm. Targets are
materialized by a point on a rod. The first three targets are
placed at 30◦ one from each other at elbow height, and the
fourth one is placed in front of the subject 20cm higher.
Each pointing starts at a fixed reference point beside the
subject thigh and he is asked to reach each target five times.
Robot data (joint positions/speeds/torques, and
torques/forces from sensors) are recorded at 100 Hz.
For each mode i (i ∈ {1, ..., 4}) of the protocol, PCA is
done on joint speeds and the less weighted PC is kept and
labeled as ”observed constraint”. This constraint is noted
Ci
obs
. Table I presents a summary of the different modes.
Mode Applied constraint k ε Observed constraint
1 Cn 1.0 0 C
1
obs
2 Cm 1.0 0 C
2
obs
3 Cm 0.4 0 C
3
obs
4 Cm 0.4 0.8 C
4
obs
TABLE I
SUMMARY OF THE DIFFERENT CONTROL MODES
Finally, a CODAmotionr system records the position of
the end-point of the human arm for each step of the protocol.
A. Evaluation Metric
In order to evaluate if the applied non-natural constraint
Cm is well respected by the subject, we introduce a measure
function ψ (a,b), defined for two unit vectors a and b as
follows:
ψ (a,b) = 1− aTb . (14)
This function is zero if the vectors are collinear ; increasing
values of ψ indicates an increasing difference between the
2 vectors until ψ = 1 when they are orthogonal.
Based on ψ function and for each mode i, we introduce a
deviation ratio, noted ri. It is given by:
∀i ∈ {2, 3, 4}, ri =
ψ
(
Cm,C
i
obs
)
ψ (Cn,Cm)
(15)
ψ (Cn,Cm) represents the amount of deviation between
the natural and the modified constraints, noted ”imposed
deviation”. ψ
(
Cm,C
i
obs
)
represents the subject deviation
regarding the modified constraint. So, the ratio ri indicates
whether the subject respects the applied constraint while
taking into account the importance of the imposed deviation.
B. Experimental results
We evaluate in this section if the applied synergy con-
straint is well respected while keeping the same hand tra-
jectory. Energy dissipation and applied forces using the
proposed control law are also discussed.
Subject ψ (Cn,Cm) r2 r3 r4
1 6.6× 10−2 7.5% 7.8% 3.6%
2 1.5× 10−1 2.2% 1.8% 3.8%
3 9.6× 10−2 1.0% 6.2% 5.3%
Mean 1.0× 10−1 3.6% 5.2% 4.2%
TABLE II
ψ AND RATIO VALUES IN DIFFERENT MODES
The second column of table II presents the imposed
deviation for each subject. The natural constraint is deviated
in average by 10%. For the three non-natural constraints, the
computed ratio does not overpass an overage of 6% which
means that the measured deviation does not exceed 6%
of the imposed one. These results prove that the imposed
constraints are well respected by the subjects.
For each mode, joint velocities are also analyzed using
PCA. Fig. 5 illustrates the obtained results. This diagram
confirms the satisfaction of the constraints. For all modes of
the protocol, the three selected PCs represent at least 99.8%
of the movement variance.
Registered hand trajectory for subject 1, using
CODAmotionr, are illustrated in Fig. 6. Data are presented
for the four targets averaged over the five trials. Despite
constraint modification (natural synergy and so natural joint
speed modification), a small deviation is observed. For
the three subjects, the mean deviation is 3.5cm for global
movements of about 50cm.
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Fig. 5. Percentage of representativity of each PCs, and percentage for the
first 3, for each mode, averaged for the 3 subjects.
Fig. 6. Hand trajectory recorded with CODAmotionr system for subject
1 for free movements and for constrained movements (mode 3) for the 4
targets. Projections in X-Y and X-Z plans.
As illustrated in Fig. 2, two force/torque sensors are
placed at the two interaction points between the exoskeleton
and subject upper-limb (arm and forearm). For subject 1,
measured forces are averaged over the five trials for each
mode. Fig. 7 presents the mean of forces levels during
each mode. In mode 1, the force levels are about 3N
whereas they are about 5N in the 3 other modes. It proves
that the natural constraint, imposed by the control law, is
naturally respected by the subject. Motion correction by
the exoskeleton stills low in this mode. Whereas, in mode
2, 3 and 4, when a non-natural constraint is imposed, the
measured force levels are clearly higher. In these modes,
exoskeleton/subject interaction are more important in order
to satisfy the imposed new coordination.
F
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Mean of force levels from arm and forearm sensors
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Fig. 7. Mean of force levels for each force/torque sensor (arm and forearm)
measured in each mode for the subject 1.
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Fig. 8. Mean of the power dissipated in each mode, averaged for the all
targets and the 3 subjects.
Finally, the second torque of the control law τc2 (described
in equation 4) is designed to encourage the correct motion
and to reduce the energy dissipation. The later could be given
by P = τc
Tq̇. For each mode, Fig. 8 presents the average
of the energy dissipated over the three subjects. This energy
decreases significantly in mode 4 regarding mode 3. Mode 4
corresponds to the step of the protocol where τc2 is added
while keeping the same stiffness of τc1 than the mode 3. So,
the second torque clearly reduces the energy dissipation. In
addition, it does not interfere with the subject movement. A
quick look at the last column of table II confirms the respect
of the imposed constraint.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, we extended principal component analysis
on joint position to joint velocity space in order to express
upper-limb synergies. This extension was experimented on
healthy subjects and was proved for a large workspace in
the case of pointing tasks. Using this analysis, the dimension
of the movement subspace was reduced to the task dimen-
sion. The useless dimensions are used to express motion
constraints.
In addition, the control law presented in this paper is
able to impose non-natural synergies (expressed as motion
constraints) to healthy subjects without disturbing their hand
motion. Experiments conducted using a 4-DoF exoskeleton,
showed the efficiency of our approach.
Several studies will be conducted with more subjects in or-
der to investigate in more depth the ability of the control law
to modify a synergy, with different parameters. Experiments
with post-stroke patients are being planned, in a first step
without the robot, to perform PCA on joint velocities any
verify that a reduction of the joint space dimension applies.
The application of non natural constraint to these patients
will be the next step. An interesting property of the proposed
controller is that this can be done very progressively. Indeed,
changes in the constraint are fully programmable and can be
as little as wanted.
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